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Abstract 
Zhu, J.-P., Continua in R*, Topology and its Applications 50 (1993) 183-197. 
R* is the Stone-tech remainder of the real line. We prove that every decomposable continuum 
in R* is a section of a standard continuum. Every indecomposable continuum in R* is the union 
of a family of standard continua. About the general structures of continua in R*, the following 
statements are true: 
(1) Let C and D be continua in R*. If one of them is indecomposable, then C c D, D c C or 
CnD=@ 
(2) R* is hereditarily unicoherent, i.e., any intersection of continua in R* is a continuum. 
Moreover, any intersection of indecomposable continua in R* is indecomposable. 
(3) The closure of the union of a chain of indecomposable continua in R* is an indecomposable 
continuum. 
(4) A point x of R* is not a sub cutpoint iff {x} is the intersection of a maximal chain of 
nondegenerate indecomposable continua in R*. 
(5) There are no Q-points in o* iff every composant of p[O, co) - [0, 00) is the union of a strictly 
increasing sequence of proper indecomposable subcontinua. 
(6) The principal NCF is equivalent to the statement that p[O, 00) - [0, Co) is the union of a 
strictly increasing sequence of proper indecomposable subcontinua. 
Now we know in ZFC that there are nine different continua in R*. 
Keywords: Stone-tech remainder, decomposable continuum, indecomposable continuum, NCF, 
Q-point. 
AMS (MOS) Subj. Class.: 54D40, 54F20, 03E35. 
Introduction 
We shall investigate continua in R* in this paper. It is well known that R” is the 
topological sum of two indecomposable continua j? ( -CO, 0] - (-CD, 0] and p [0, 00) -
[0, ~0) [ 11. Indeed, we can actually construct many continua in R* by the following 
method. Let {I,: n E w} be a discrete family of nondegenerate (faithfully indexed) 
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closed intervals of R. For any nonprincipal ultrafilter u on W, it is not difficult to 
show that the set 
n {cl&U {I,,: n E A}): A E u} 
is a continuum (see, for example, [13]). These continua in R” are called stan- 
dard continua [13]. The first systematic study of standard continua was made by 
Mioduszewski in [8]. The most important fact discovered in [8] is that there is a 
natural partial order on every standard continuum. By this partial order, we can 
define layers and sections (see below). Layers are indecomposable continua [ll, 
IS] and sections are decomposable continua. Using these methods, Smith [lo] 
proved that there are eight different continua in R* and the author [15] proved that 
infinitely many different indecomposable continua in R” can be constructed by 
adding Cohen reals. 
In this paper, we shall give a representation theorem for decomposable continua 
in R”. Actually, we prove that every decomposable continua in R” is a section of 
a standard continuum. As its corollaries, the following results have been obtained: 
(1) Every indecomposable continuum in R* is the union of a family of standard 
continua. (2) Let C and D be continua in R *. If one of them is indecomposable, 
then C = 0, DC C or C n D = 0. (3) R* is hereditarily unicoherent, i.e., any 
intersection of continua in R” is a continuum. (4) Any intersection of indecompos- 
able continua in R* is indecomposable. (5) The closure of the union of a chain of 
indecomposable continua in R* is an indecomposable continuum. 
We can give a very simple explanation of the nonhomogeneity of R*: Near points 
are sub cutpoints but larger points never are. This method was first used in [13] 
with a little bit more complicated notion. About sub cutpoints of R*, we have the 
following characterization: A point x of R” is a sub cutpoint iff {x} is not the 
intersection of a maximal chain of nondegenerate indecomposable continua in R”. 
The “only if” part was announced by van Douwen in [12]. See also Corollary 5.4 
below, which says that if we regard w* as a subspace of R”, Q-points in w* are 
sub cutpoints in a very strong sense. 
We have also noticed that there is a very close relation between composants of 
p[O, CO) - [0, co) and Q-points in o *. We shall prove that there are no Q-points in 
w* iff every composant of p[O, 00) -[O, ~0) is the union of a strictly increasing 
sequence of proper indecomposable subcontinua. It is well known that the statement 
that p[O, ~0) -[O, ~0) is one composant continuum is equivalent to the principal 
NCF (near coherence of filters, see [3]). Blass proved in [2] that NCF implies that 
there is no Q-point in o*. Therefore, we have that NCF is equivalent to the statement 
that /3[0, CO) - [0, 00) is the union of a strictly increasing sequence of proper indecom- 
posable subcontinua. We would like to mention that every proper subcontinuum 
of p[O,oo)-[O,co) is nowhere dense in p[O,oo)-[O,co) since p[O,co)-[O,CO) is 
indecomposable (see, for example, [6]). At the end of this paper, we shall construct 
an indecomposable continuum in R* which is not contained in [lo]. Hence, there 
are at least nine different continua in R*. 
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1. Preliminaries 
A continuum is a compact connected Hausdorff space. A continuum X is non- 
degenerate if (XI > 1 and a subcontinuum A of X is not proper if A E (0, X}. A 
continuum is decomposable if it is the union of two proper subcontinua; otherwise, 
it is indecomposable. We regard the empty set as an indecomposable continuum. 
R is the real line. The Stone-tech compactification of a space X is denoted by 
PX and the remainder PX -X by X *. We shall identify /3X with the set of all 
ultrafilters of closed subsets of X, since we only consider the case of X = R or a 
subspace of R in this paper. For each open set U of X, we let O(U) = 
{XE PX: (3F~x)[Fc U]}. Note that {O(U): U is open in X} is a base for PX. 
If 8 : 0 + J is a function from 0 to J and % is an ultrafilter on 0, then the ultrafilter 
{AcJ:e -‘(A) E %} on J is denoted by A(%). If (P, <) is a partial ordered set and 
A,BcP,A<Bmeansthata<bforany(a,b)~A~B. 
We shall review some basic facts about standard continua in R* in the rest of 
this section. Most of the results were proved in [8, lo] in somewhat different forms. 
Let R be the collection of all discrete infinite families of nondegenerate closed 
intervals whose unions are contained in (-CO, 0] or [0, CO). For 0 E f2 and a nonprin- 
cipal ultrafilter % on 0, we let 
~(0, Q) = n {claR(u 9): sE “II]. 
It is not difficult to show that M(U, 021) is a continuum. In fact, M(O, %) is a component 
of (lJ 0)” (see, for example, [13]). 
Definition 1.1 [13]. A continuum B c R* is standard if there are 0 E R and a nonprin- 
cipal ultrafilter u11 on 0 such that B = M(O, Q). 
Let 0 E 0 and % be a nonprincipal ultrafilter on 0. For any choice function f of 
0, we let 
j&={Fc R: F is closed and {IEU:~(~)EF}E%} 
CS(O, “u) = {j&: f is a choice function of 0). 
Recall that there is a natural partial order < !?, on M(O, %) defined as follows: 
For any x, y E M(U, Q), 
0 x < ,?, y iff there are FE x and H E y such that 
(1~0: Fnl<Hnl}E%. 
It is easy to see that <!,, is a partial order. Moreover, if we restrict <& on Q(O, %), 
then it is a linear order ([8], see also Remark 2.6 below). For XE M(O, %), we let 
[xl& = {y E M(O, Q): y is <&-incomparable with x or y =x}. 
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[xl& is called a layer of M(U, %) (see [8] and [15, Lemma 1.21). As a good exercise, 
the reader is invited to check that [xl”, = {x} for any x E B(U, Q). 
From now on we shall omit the subscripts, if no confusion will occur. 
Let L(0, “u) = {[xl: x E M(O, %)}. It is not difficult to show that L(0, %) is a partition 
of M(U, %) and the order on L(0, “21) defined by [x] <[y] iff x <y is a linear order. 
For x, y E M(O, %), let 
and 
(4 _V> = (2 E M(4 a): Cxl <Czl< bJ1 
[x, Yl = {z E MO, Q): [xl s [zl =z [Yl). 
We endow L(0, %) with the order topology and define V: M(O, %) + L(0, %) by 
m(x) = [xl. Since (x, y) = IJ {(a, b): a,b~&(O,%) and x<a<b<y} and (a,b) is 
obviously open in M(II, %) for any a, b E K(U, a), we have 
Theorem 1.2 [8]. The mapping T : M(U, 4T-l) + L(U, Q) defined as above is continuous. 
Definition 1.3. The set [x, y] is called a section of M(D, Q) for x, y E M(U, %) and 
x<y. Moreover, if x,y~ G(!l, %> and x<y, [x,yJ is called a segment of M(U, ‘3). 
If [x, y] is a section of M(O, %), a layer of M(O, %) which is contained in [x, y] 
is also called a layer of [x, y]. Note that segments are standard continua (see also 
Remark 2.6 below). The following result, which was proved by Smith [ 1 l] and the 
author [15], follows easily from Lemma 2.7 and Theorem 2.10. 
Theorem 1.4. Every layer is an indecomposable continuum. 
We collect some properties of sections. 
Theorem 1.5. Let [x, y] be a section of the standard continuum M(O, a). We have: 
(1) [x, y] is a decomposable continuum irreducible from x to y. 
(2) If [x’, y’] is another section of M(O, “u), then [x, y] n [x’, y’] = [x+, y-1, where 
Lx’] = max{[xl, [x’l) and b-1 = min{[yl, WI). If ix+, y-1 f 0, then [x, VI u 
[x’, y’] = [x-, y’], where [x-l = min{[x], [x’]} and [y’] = max{[y], [y’]}. 
(3) Let C c [x, y] be a nondegenerate subcontinuum. Zhen the following conditions 
are equivalent: 
(a) C is not contained in any layer ofM(O, “u); 
(b) there are x0, y, E [x, y] such that x0 < yO and C = [x0, yO]; 
(c) C contains a cut point of [x, y]; 
(d) CnQ(U, %)#0. 
(4) [x, y] admits an upper semicontinuous decomposition into indecomposable sub- 
continua so that the decomposition space is a Hausdor#arc. 
(5) There are many nondegenerate layers in [x, y] and every layer of [x, yl is 
nowhere dense in [x, y]. 
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(6) [x, y] n cS(O, 3) is dense in [x, y]. 
(7) A point c E [x, y] is Q cut point i. [c] = { } c and x < c < y. In particular, a point 
cEg(O, 011) is a cutpoint of [x,y] iflx<c<y. 
(8) Any point c E B(0, %) n [x, y] is a P-point of [x, y]. 
(9) [x, y] is ZocalZy connected at each point in &(l, %) n [x, y]. 
(10) [x, y] has the density of 2”. 
The proofs of (1) and (5)-(10) can be found in [lo], where (10) follows from 
[lo, Lemma 2.11 by a standard tree argument (see also [4, 8, 151). (2) is obvious 
since (L(0, Q), <) is a linearly ordered set. (3) can be proved by (6), (7) and Theorem 
1.1. (4) follows from Theorems 1.1 and 1.4. 
2. Representations of continua in R* 
We start with the following observation. 
Lemma 2.1. If K is a closed subset of R* and W is a neighbourhood of K in PR, there 
is an open set U of R such that K c 0( U) c Wand U is the union of a discrete family 
of open intervals of R. 
Proof. Since K is compact, there are open sets V and V’ of R such that K c 0( V’) c 
clpR( V’) c O(V) c W. Let V be the union of a disjoint family {I,,: n E w} of open 
intervals. Then (1”: I,, n V’ # P, and n E w} is discrete. So U = U {In: I,, n V’ # 0 and 
n E w} is a desired set. 0 
An immediate corollary of Lemma 2.1 is the following theorem due to van Mill 
and Mills [13]. 
Theorem 2.2 [ 131. Every continuum in R* is of one of the following forms: /3( -00,0] - 
(-CO, 01, p[O, 00) - [0, CO) or the intersection of a family of standard continua. 
Proof. Let C be a continuum in R*. Assume that C is neither p(-00, 0] - (-CO, 01 
nor p[O, 00) - [0, co). By Lemma 2.1, C = n {O(U): Cc O(U) and cl, U = lJ 0 for 
some tIEa}. So C =n {(IJ I)*: Cc (IJ I)* and 0 E O}. This completes the proof since 
every component of (U II)* is a standard continuum. 0 
Our goal in this section is to prove that every decomposable continuum in R* is 
a section of a standard continuum. Recall that a decomposable continuum is the 
union of two proper subcontinua. We shall first consider the case of the union of 
two standard continua. 
Definition 2.3. Let M(O, %) and M(J, ‘I’) be standard continua. M(O, %) and 
M(JI, Y’“) are compatible if there are 9~ %, XE V and a bijection 8 : 9-+ ZJfT such that 
(1) e(l)<e(J) if I< J; 
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(2) Zne(.Z)#O iff Z=.Z; 
(3) 8(%) = “Ir, i.e., V = {a c 9: d-‘(d) E %}. 
If e satisfies the additional condition 
(4) Z c e(Z) for any Z E 0, 
we say that M(O, Ou) is identi$able in M(J, 7). 
Lemma 2.4. Let M(O, %) and M(J, V) be standard continua. Then, 
(a) ZfM(U, %) is identi$able in M(J, V), then &(I, Q) c C(J, V), L(0, Q) c L(J, V) 
andx<&yiflx<$yforanyx,yEM(U,‘lr); 
(b) ifM(O, %) is identsable in M(J, clr) and M(9, ‘V) is identzfiable in M(K, W), 
then M(O, %) is identifiable in M(K, W); 
(c) M(O, ‘%) is identzfiable in M(J, V) ifl M(U, “u) is a segment of M(9, V) if 
M(O, %) is a section of M(J, 3’“) sffM(O, 021) c M(J, “Ir) and M(O, 021) is not contained 
in any layer of M(J, V) iflM(O, “u) c M(9, Y) and M(O, %) n &(J, V) f 0. 
Proof. (a) and (b) are obvious from the definition. For (c), by Theorem 1.5(3), we 
need only to prove that if M(U, oU)c M(9, clr) and M(O, %)nQ(J, V) #0, then 
M(O, 3) is identifiable in M(9, ‘V). Let f be a choice function of J such that 
fvE M(O, Q). Let 9, = {ZE 0: Z c lJ J}, then 9, E %. Since fv E M(O, a), 9= 
{I E 9, : (3 E J)[f(J) E Z]} E %. Since J is discrete, we have, for any Z E 9, 
It is obvious that X = {J E J: (31 E 9)[ Z c 31) belongs to 7f and the bijection e : 9+ X 
defined by e(Z) =J iff Z c J satisfies the conditions (l)-(4) in Definition 2.3. 0 
Lemma 2.5. Let M(O, %) and M(9, ‘V) be standard continua. Then, 
(a) M(O, %) and M(J, V) are compatible iflthere is a standard continuum M(K, W) 
such that M(K, 74) = M(U, %) u M(J, ‘V) and M(O, %) and M(%, V) are both iden- 
tifiable in M(K, W) ifs M(O, Ou) n M(J, V) # 0 and there is a standard continuum 
M(K, ‘39) such that M(O, %) and M(J, V) are both identzjiable in M(K, W); 
(b) if E(O, %) n G(J, V) # 0, M(O, %) and M(J, “Ir) are compatible. 
Proof. (a) is trivial. Let us prove (b). Let f and g be choice functions of 0 and J, 
respectively, such that fq = g,. Let A = f(0) n g(J). It is easy to see that f-‘(A) E Q 
and g-‘(A) E “Ir. Since 0 and J are discrete, we have, for any I,, E f -‘(A) and 
JOE g-‘(A), 
]{ZEf-‘(A): ZnJ,#0}/<3 and ]{.ZEgP’(A): .ZnZ,#0}]~3. 
We enumerate A as {x,: n E O} so that x, < x,+r for any n E W. Let Ai = {x~,,+~: n E w} 
for each is 2. Then f -‘(A;) E %! and gP’(A,) E ‘V for some is 2. It is easily seen 
that the bijection 8: f -‘(Ai) + g-‘(A,) defined by e(Z) = g-If(Z) satisfies the con- 
ditions (l)-(3) in Definition 2.3. 0 
Remark 2.6. A standard continuum, of course, can be expressed by different (0, a). 
However, we can see from Lemmas 2.5 and 2.6 that the partial order, layers, sections, 
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G(O, a), compatibility and identifiability do not depend on the choice of (0, $1). 
Lemma 2.7. Let BO and B, be standard continua with nonempty intersection. Then 
BO u B, is a standard continuum. Moreover, if B, - B, # 0, B, is identi$able in B,u B, . 
Therefore, zf 1 B, n B,[ > 1, BO n B, is also a standard continuum. 
Proof. If B, - B,, = 0 or BO - B, = 0, our conclusions hold. So we assume that BO - B, 
and B, - B, are not empty. Let BO= M(U, 3) and B, = M(J, Y). Let so= 
{IEO: 1glJ~1) and x,,={JEJ:J~~Jo}. Then $“oE% and X,,EV. It is easily seen 
that,foranyI,E~~andJ,E~~,wehave,I{IE~”:~nJ,f0>l~2andI{JE~~:Jn 
IO # 0}] G 2. We enumerate 5” as {I,,: n E W} so that I,, < I,,+, for any n E w and X0 
as {J,,: n E w} in the same way. Then {&,,+,: n E W}E Ou for some is 1 and {_12,,+,: n E 
w}E “Ir for some jG 1. Let 
and 
$={1~~+{: (3m E w)[(&+, n Izn+i) # 01 and n E ~1 
%?= {Jzntj: (31~ s)[(InJ,,+i)#O] and nEw}. 
It is easily seen that 5 E 011 and 2 E YV and the bijection e : 9 + X defined by e(I) = J 
iff I A J # 0 satisfies the conditions (l)-(3) in Definition 2.3, namely, BO and B, are 
compatible. By Lemma 2.5(a), B, and B, are identifiable in B,u B,. The last 
conclusion follows from Lemma 2.4(c) and Theorem lS(2). 0 
By Theorem 2.2 and Lemma 2.7, we have, 
Corollary 2.8. Let C be a continuum in R” and B a standard continuum. If C n B 
and B - C are not empty, there is a standard continuum B such that B u C c I? and 
B is identifiable in g. 
Although we cannot prove in ZFC that for any x, y E /?[O, ~0) - [0, a), there is a 
standard continuum B containing both x and y (see, [3]), the following result is 
true (see [16, § 11): 
Lemma 2.9 [ 161. Let C be a continuum in R *. If U and V are nonempty disjoint open 
sets of C, then there is a standard continuum B such that B c C, B n U # 0 and 
BnV#@ 
Theorem 2.10. Every decomposable subcontinuum is a section of a standard continuum. 
Proof. Let D be a decomposable continuum in R” and D = C,, u C,, where C, and 
C, are proper subcontinua of D. Then D - C, and D - Co are nonempty disjoint 
open sets of D. By Lemma 2.9, there is a standard continuum B such that Bn 
(D-C,)#0, Bn(D-C,)#O and BcD. Hence, the sets BnCo, BnCl, B-C, 
and B - C,, are all nonempty. By Corollary 2.8, there are standard continua B, and 
B1 such that B u Co c B,, B u C, c B, and B is identifiable in both B. and B, . By 
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Lemma 2.5(b), there is a standard continuum g such that B0 and B, are identifiable 
in i. Therefore, I3 c D c I? and B is identifiable in I?. Our theorem follows from 
Theorem 1.5(3). q 
Note that by Theorem 2.10 every decomposable continuum in R* has all the 
properties which we list in Theorem 1.5. We would like to mention that Theorem 
1.4 follows easily from Lemma 2.7 and Theorem 2.10 (layers are obviously continua 
since they are the intersections of decreasing sequences of segments). 
Corollary 2.11. Let C and D be continua of R*. If one of them is indecomposable, 
thenCcD, DcCorCnD=@ 
Proof. Suppose that C-D, D - C and C n D are all nonempty. Then C u D is a 
decomposable continuum. So, C u D is a section of a standard continuum. Assume 
that C is indecomposable. Then, by Theorem 1.5(3), C is contained in a layer of 
C u D. But layers are nowhere dense in any section. So C u D = D, which is a 
contradiction. Cl 
By Lemma 2.1 and Corollary 2.11, we have, 
Corollary 2.12. Every indecomposable continuum in R” is the union of a family of 
standard continua. 
3. The structures of continua in R* 
The following concept is well known in continua theory. 
Definition 3.1. A space X is hereditarily unicoherent provided that any intersection 
of a family of continua in X is connected. 
Proposition 3.2. R” is hereditarily unicoherent. 
Proof. We need only to prove that any intersection of two continua is connected. 
Let C and D be continua in R* and C n D # 0. Assume that C - D and D - C are 
not empty. Then, C u D is a decomposable continuum. By Theorem 2.10, C u D 
is a section of a standard continuum. By our assumptions on C and D, neither C 
nor D is contained in a layer of C u D since every layer is nowhere dense in C u D. 
The conclusion follows from Theorem lS(3) and (2). 0 
Theorem 3.3. Any intersection of a family of indecomposable continua in R* is an 
indecomposable continuum. 
Proof. Recall that we regard the empty set as an indecomposable continuum. 
Suppose that % is a family of indecomposable continua in R* and n ‘% is decompos- 
able. By Theorem 2.10, there is a standard continuum B such that n % is a section 
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of B. We take another standard continuum B’ so that B is identifiable in B’ and 
B’ - B # 0. For any C E %7, by Corollary 2.11, we have that C c B’ or B’ c C. If 
C c B’, then C is contained in a layer T of B’ by Theorem lS(3). But B is identifiable 
in B’. So T is a layer of B. This is impossible. Hence, B’ c C for any C E (e. 
B’c n %? c B. This is a contradiction. 0 
We have proved that every decomposable continuum in R” is a section of a 
standard continuum. It is natural to ask whether or not every indecomposable 
continuum is a layer of a standard continuum. However, the answer is no. 
Corollary 3.4. Zf % = {C, : a < A} is a strictly decreasing sequence of indecomposable 
continua in R* and A is a limit ordinal, (-) % is not a layer of any standard continuum. 
The following result will be used at the end of this paper to construct a continuum 
in R* which is not contained in [lo]. 
Corollary 3.5. Zf % is a chain of indecomposable continua in R*, clPR(U %e) is an 
indecomposable continuum. 
We conclude this section with two questions. We refer to [lo] for more information. 
Question 3.6. Is every proper indecomposable subcontinuum of p [0, 00) - [0, ~0) 
homeomorphic to a layer of a standard continuum? 
A positive answer to the following question gives a negative answer to Question 
3.6 (see Theorem 5.9). 
Question 3.7. Does every layer have the property that every nonempty G,-set has 
nonempty interior? 
4. Sub cutpoints and nonhomogeneity of R* 
Definition 4.1 [13]. A point of a space is called a sub cutpoint if it is a cut point of 
some closed connected subspace. 
The following result follows from Theorem 2.10. 
Proposition 4.2. A point of R” is a sub cutpoint $7 it is a cut point of a standard 
continuum. 
Recall that a point x E R* is near if x E clpx D for some closed discrete subset 
D c R. A point x E R* is large if x g clpR F for any closed set F c R and ZL (F) < 00, 
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where p is the Lebesgue measure. It is easily seen that near points are sub cutpoints. 
However, it follows from Theorem lS(7) and [15, Proposition 3.11 that if x is a cut 
point of a standard continuum, then for any E >O, there is an FE x such that 
p(F) < E. Therefore, we have, 
Proposition 4.3. Large points are not sub cutpoints. 
It is obvious that sub cutpoints are topologically invariant. So R* is not 
homogeneous since near points are sub cutpoints but never are large points. This 
method first appeared in [13]. But our presentation is simpler than the one in [13]. 
The “if” part of the following result was announced by van Douwen in [ 121. 
Theorem 4.4. A point x E R* is not a sub cutpoint iff {x} is the intersection of a maximal 
chain of indecomposable nondegenerate continua in R*. 
Proof. Let %’ be a maximal chain of indecomposable nondegenerate continua in 
R* and n g=(x). Suppose that x is a sub cutpoint. Then x is a cut point of a 
standard continuum B by Proposition 4.2. For any C E %, C c B or B c C by 
Corollary 2.11. It is obvious that there is a C E % such that x E C c B. By Theorem 
1.5(3), C is a section of B, hence, decomposable. This is a contradiction. 
Assume that x is not a sub cutpoint. By Theorem 2.2, {x} is the intersection of 
a family {B, : a < A} of standard continua. Since x is not a cut point of B, for any 
(Y, it follows from Theorem 1.5(7) that there is a layer T, of B, such that XE T, 
and 1 T, I> 1. Therefore, {x} = n { T, : a < A}. Since layers are indecomposable, 
{T,: LY < A} is a c-chain by Corollary 2.11. Hence, {x} is the intersection of a 
maximal chain of indecomposable nondegenerate continua in R* by Zorn’s 
lemma. 0 
The following question is the restatement of [5, Question 661. We refer to [4, 15, 
161 for more information. 
Question 4.5. Is it consistent with ZFC that every sub cutpoint is near? 
A positive answer to Question 4.5 gives a consistent positive answer to the following 
question. 
Question 4.6 [13]. Are near points topologically invariant in R”? 
5. Q-points and composants of PIO, co)- [0, 00) 
Recall that a point p E w* is a Q-point if every finite-to-one function from w to 
w is one-to-one on a set in p. If 0 E 0 and % is a nonprincipal ultrafilter on 0, we 
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say that % is a Q-ultrafilter if there is a bijection i : 0 + w such that ;( %) is a Q-point 
in w*, equivalently, for any partition (0,: n E w} of 0 into finite subfamilies, there is 
9~ 011 such that ]9n O,] < 1 for any n E w. Note that the existence of Q-points is 
independent with ZFC [7]. 
Proposition 5.1. A point p E w* is a Q-point if every finite-to-one monotone function 
from w to w is one-to-one on a set in p. 
Proof. Let f: w + w be a finite-to-one function. We define a strictly increasing 
sequence {ai: i E w} of integers as follows: 
a,=O; 
a,=min{nEW: n>max(f-‘(O)u{f(O)})}; 
a, = min{n E w: n > max(f -l(m) u {f(m), ai_,}) for any m S a,_,}; 
. * . 
We define a function h : w + w by h(i) = n iff a,_, < i s a,,. Then h is finite-to-one 
and monotone. So there is a set X E p such that h is one-to-one on X. We enumerate 
X as {x,: n E w} so that x, <x,+, for any n E w. Note that if h(i) t2 < h(j) then 
f(i) <f(j). It is not difficult to check that f is one-to-one on {X3n+i: n E w} for each 
is 2. Obviously, there is i G 2 such that {x~,,+~: n E w} E p. 0 
Theorem 5.2. Let 0 E 0 and %! be a nonprincipal ultrajilter on 0. Then % is a Q-ultrafilter 
#for any standard continuum B, M(O, %) c B implies that M(O, %) is identijable 
in B. 
Proof. Assume that % is a Q-ultrafilter. Let B = M(J, 7”) be the standard continuum 
containing M(O, %). It is easily seen that there is .90~ % such that IJ 9,,~ lJ J. For 
each J E J, let OJ = {I E [I: Z c J}. Then {I,: .Z E J} u {{I}: (VJ E J)[Z g .Z]} is a partition 
of 0 into finite sets. Since 011 is a Q-ultrafilter, there is 9~ 9,, such that 9~ Ou and 
19n0,1)sl for any JEJ. We define the function e:p+J by e(Z)=.Z iff Zc.Z. It is 
easily seen that 8 satisfies the conditions (l)-(3) in Definition 2.3. 
Suppose that 4Y is not a Q-ultrafilter. Let i: II+ w be the bijection such that 
i(Z) < i(J) iff Z < .Z. By Proposition 5.1, there is a finite-to-one and monotone function 
f: w + w such that f 0 i is not one-to-one on any 9~ (4% For each n E w, let J,, = 
[a,, b,], where a,, = inf(U (e-‘(f -l(n)))) and b, = sup(U (eF’(f -l(n)))). Then 5 = 
{J,,: nEw}ECI. We define e:O+J by e(Z)= Jr_;(,). Let Y=&(Q). Then M(O, %)c 
M(9, ‘V) but M(O, 021) is not identifiable in M(9, V). 0 
We say that an indecomposable subcontinuum C of P[O, 00) - [0, ~0) is maximal 
if C is not properly contained in any proper indecomposable subcontinuum of 
PLO, *). 
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Corollary 5.3. There is a Q-point in o* tx there is a maximal proper indecomposable 
subcontinuum in /3[0, ~0) - [0, CO). 
Proof. Assume that C is a maximal proper indecomposable subcontinuum of 
p[O, 00) - [0, 00). By Theorems 2.2 and 1.5(3), there is a standard continuum B such 
that C is contained in a layer of B. Let B = M(U, %). We claim that % is a Q-ultrafilter, 
of course, which gives a Q-point in w*. Suppose that % is not a Q-ultrafilter. By 
Theorem 5.2, there is a standard continuum B’ such that Bc B’ and B is not 
identifiable in B’. By Lemma 2.4(c), B is contained in a layer of B’. This is a 
contradiction. 
On the other hand, if % is a Q-ultrafilter on 0 for some 0 E 0 and lJ 0 = R, then 
every layer of M(O, %) is a maximal proper indecomposable subcontinuum of 
p[O, 00) - [0, 00) by Theorem 5.2. 0 
If we regard w* as a subspace of R*, then for any p E w*, the set {p} is a maximal 
indecomposable subcontinuum of p[O, ~0) - [0, ~0) iff p is a Q-point in w*. In other 
words, we have, see also Theorem 1.5(7), 
Corollary 5.4. Letp E w* be a Q-point in w* and Ca subcontinuum ofp[O, 00) - [0, co) 
such that p E C. If C is indecomposable, then C = {p} or C = p[O, co) - [0, co); if C is 
decomposable, {p} is a layer of C. 
Recall that a subset C of a continuum K is a composant if, for some point p E C, 
C is the set of all points x such that there is a proper subcontinuum of K containing 
both p and x. It is well known that composants of an indecomposable continuum 
are disjoint (see, for example, [6]). 
Proposition 5.5. There are no Q-points in w * i# every composant of p[O, ~0) - [0, 00) 
is the union of a strictly increasing sequence of proper indecomposable subcontinua. 
Proof. Let C be a proper indecomposable subcontinuum of p[O, 00) - /?[O, co). Then 
C is contained in a composant P of /3[0, co) - [0, co). Let P = U {C, : a < A}, where 
{C oL : a < A} is a strictly increasing sequence of proper indecomposable subcontinua 
of p[O, 00) - [0, co). Note that every composant is dense. So A must be a limit ordinal. 
Hence, there is (Y <A such that C, - C and C, n C are not empty. By Corollary 
2.11, Cc C,. Therefore, the “if” part follows from Corollary 5.3. 
Assume that P is a composant of /3[0, cc) - [0, ~0) and %? = {C,: (Y < A} is a strictly 
increasing sequence of proper indecomposable subcontinua such that C, c P and 
P-U %’ # 0. We prove that if there are no Q-points in w*, then there is a proper 
indecomposable subcontinuum 2 such that U %? = c. Take a point x E P -U % and 
a point y E C,, for some a0 < A. Then there is a proper subcontinuum B of /?[O, 00) - 
[0, 00) containing both x and y. By Theorem 2.2, we can assume that B is standard. 
Since there are no Q-points, by Theorem 5.2, there is a standard continuum B’ such 
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that B c B’ and B is not identifiable in B’. It follows from Lemma 2.4(c) that there 
is a layer C of B’ such that B c 6: So e n C, # p) for any (Y 2 (Ye. By Corollary 2.11, 
C, c e for any CY < A since c - lJ % # 0 and % is increasing. So U % c e. The 
“only if” part of the theorem follows from an induction. q 
Remark 5.6. Suppose that M(O, %) is a standard continuum and 021 is a Q-ultrafilter. 
Let D = lJ {E(Jl, V): M(O, “u) c M(9, “Ir)}. For any x, y E D, we define 
x<y iff (3M(J, ‘V))[x, YE M(J, “Ir) and x <“, y]. 
x < y is well defined by Theorem 5.2 and Lemma 2.4(a). In fact, (0, <) is a linearly 
ordered set. D is dense in R* since D is dense in the composant of R* which 
contains M(ll, a). Although the subspace topology and the order topology are 
coincident on each interval of (0, <), they are different on D. About the existence 
of orderable dense subspaces of R*, we refer to [14]. 
It is well known that CH implies that p[O, co) - [0, 00) has 2’ many composants 
[9] and NCF is equivalent to the statement that p[O, 03) - [0, co) is the unique 
composant of itself (see [3]). Blass [2] proved that NCF implies that there are no 
Q-points in o*. Therefore, we have 
Corollary 5.7. NCF is equivalent to the statement that f3[0, CO) - [0, 00) is a union of 
a strictly increasing sequence of proper indecomposable subcontinua. 
We shall in conclusion construct an indecomposable continuum in R”, which is 
not contained in [lo]. 
Lemma 5.8. Let TT : w + w be the monotone function such that lY’( n)l = n. Then there 
is a sequence {p,: n E w} of non Q-points such that ~(p,,) = p,,+, . 
Proof. Let {X,, 7r:+1}ntw be such that X,, = w and rrz+’ :X,+X,,+, is a copy of v 
for any n E o. Let r: = nzPI 0. * * 0 rrz:fo n-Z+’ for m > n. For each n E w, we let 
s,, ={Ac X,,: (3iE X,,+,)(Vj> i)[l(rrE+‘)-l(j)-AIS 11). 
It is easy to check that for any n E w, 
B,, = 9,, u{(T~)-‘(A): AE S,,, and m > n} 
has the finite intersection property. Moreover, $B3, = {n:(A): A E %I,,} for any m > n. 
Let pOE w* be such that 930cp,. Let p,,+t = ni+’ (p,) for n E w. It is easily seen that 
G- : w + w witnesses that p,, is not a Q-point since 5,, c p,, . Therefore, {p,, : n E W} is 
the desired sequence. Cl 
Theorem 5.9. There is an indecomposable subcontinuum C of p[O, ~0) -[O, ~0) such 
that there is a nonempty G,-set of C which has empty interior and is the intersection 
of countably many open dense sets of C. 
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Proof. Let P,, E w* and rr : w + w as in Lemma 5.8. We take U0 E 0 and enumerate I0 
as {I:: n E w} so that I”, < I:,, for any n E w. Let I”, = [a:, bz] for any n E w. We 
define i0 : w + llo by iO( n) = 1”, and a0 = iO( p,,). For each n E w, let k(n) = min( Y’( n)) 
and I(n) = max(r-l(n)). Inductively, we define 0; E a, ii : w + lli and Qi from Oi_r, 
ii-1 and %;_I as follows: 
1: = [a:, bn], where ai = u&A, and bk = b&,‘,; 
oi = {II: n E w}; 
&:w+& by ii(n) = 1:; 
Qi = ii(&). 
It is easily seen that M(Oo, %,) c M(0,, ‘%,) c . . . c M(U,, 3,) c . . . and M(U,, %,) 
is not identifiable in M(l,+,, an+,). By Lemma 2.4, M(O,, %,,) is contained in a 
layer T, of M(O,+,, Ou,,,). Therefore, {T,: n E w} is a strictly increasing sequence 
of indecomposable subcontinua in R*. By Corollary 3.5, C = clPR(U {T,,: n E w}) 
is an indecomposable continuum in R *. It is well known that every proper subcon- 
tinuum of an indecomposable continuum is nowhere dense [6]. So T, is nowhere 
dense in C. Let G = l-j {C - T,: n E w}. Then G is a nonempty G,-set with empty 
interior since U {T,: n E w} is dense in C. 0 
Smith showed in [lo] that p[O, ~0) - [0, 00) has eight different subcontinua, among 
them six are decomposable. The other two are the degenerate continuum and the 
indecomposable continuum which is a Stone-eech remainder of a locally compact, 
a-compact and noncompact space, and therefore, has the property that every 
nonempty G&-set has nonempty interior. By Theorem 5.7, we have 
Corollary 5.10. There are at least nine d$erent continua in R”. 
Note added in proof 
A positive answer to Question 4.5 has been given by A. Dow and K.P. Hart. 
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